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De La Rue Colour Specimen Dummies Found
A regular reader spots great set of colour specimens in Swedish stamp auction

Your compiler had previously only noticed three colours of this design down the years, but is now aware of
more than 100! The lot description read: “Colour Specimens of Thomas de la Rue & Co. in London on 10
pages contained in a bound book, sorted by colour with colour codes. Over 100 colour proofs in total.” The
estimate was just €150, but as sale 226 at Postiljonen had not been completed at the time of publication of this
issue of DS, the final price realised is unknown. This design was also used to seal packs of playing cards. *
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Through Five Reigns ~ Sloper Perfins
Two attractive card scans sent to your compiler

Graces Guide states online at
https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/J._Sloper_and_Co

1813 Joseph Sloper was born.
1858 He designed and patented a perforating
machine which could be used for cheque
protecting.
1868 Sloper patented a perforating machine
for railway tickets.
The original idea had been suggested by Sir
Henry Bessemer in 1832. At the time, the
world's first postage stamps were still 8 years
away and hence the application was for the
protection of the revenue stamps of the time.
The firm was taken over in the 1990s. *

Bradbury, Wilkinson Perfin
While on the subject of perfins, BW used this version on Mexican postal stationery (at least). It was 92mm x26mm.
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[De La Rue?] Imperforate 00p Dummy Stamps
Not stated to be DLR in sales brochure, but almost certainly the case.

Said to be a “set”, but probably simply all that was
available from the source, these 15 imperforate 00p
phosphor dummy stamps from 2002 were recently offered
at a fixed price of £1,650.
There should presumably be a similar number of extra
colours, but these appear not to be available, at least not
at this time. *
The same colours as issued Royal Mail stamps.
>>>>

Cartor at Wuhan
The World Stamp Exhibition, China

Cartor had a stand at this exhibition and
produced Post and Go-style labels on a roll
for visitors to the show. Examples with
emoji icons were also able to be printed. *
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The Latest Batch of Rubbish

Harrison and Early Banknotes

‘More material that is not ‘right’ is placed on sale

‘New’ item revealed

An obsolete GPO logo has recently
been observed applied to postage
stamps of Great Britain from the
reigns of King George VI and
Elizabeth II. £5 each, £50 the batch!

A fine item was recently on sale at £165. More
banknote-related than stamp, but still interesting.

Save your money - the specific GPO logo applied
bears the St Edward’s crown, which was not
introduced until the present Queen’s reign. It would
certainly not have been used in KGVI’s reign. *
Full item (above). Close-up (below).
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Any similarity to the first (1917) banknote (above),
known as a “Bradbury”, is purely intentional! *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.
Thank you. *
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